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Financial Policies
Thank you for choosing us as your dental health care provider. We understand that dental treatment may involve a
significant financial investment to achieve the goal of good dental health. To avoid any misunderstanding, we
request that you read our financial policy prior to beginning any treatment. Please speak with Susan O'Brien, our
Office Manager, if you have concerns. We will do everything we can to help you receive the care that you need and
want. Communication with us is essential and appreciated.

Payment is due at the time of service We accept: Cash, Checks & Credit Cards (Master Card, Visa,
Discover). We also offer an extended payment plan option via Care Credit for approved patients. (When opting
to enroll with Care Credit understand that significant finance charges may incur if you do not comply with the terms of
the agreement).

Insurance
Understand that your dental insurance is an agreement between the insurance company and you, not between
your insurance company and Mount Mansfield Dentistry. Also understand that you are responsible for your dental
account balance regardless of your insurance coverage. As a courtesy, Mount Mansfield Dentistry will gladly
submit insurance claims for covered expenses. Taking into consideration your co‐payment, annual maximum, any
deductibles and our past experience with your insurance we will do our best to estimate your out‐of‐pocket
responsibility and insurance coverage. Mount Mansfield Dentistry does not guarantee that our estimate is correct.
If the insurance company does not respond to your dental insurance claim within 30 days of the date of service, the
remaining balance will be expected in full at that time. We do not accept assignment of secondary insurance;
however, we will, when possible, continue to assist you in obtaining reimbursement from your insurance company.

Usual and Customary Fees
Our practice is committed to providing the best possible care for all of our patients and we are confident that our
fees are both fair and appropriate for this area. You are responsible for payment regardless of any insurance
company's arbitrary determination of usual and customary rates.

Collection Agency
In the unfortunate event that we have to refer your outstanding balance to an outside collection source, you agree
to reimburse us the fees of the Collection Agency, which may be based on a percentage maximum of 30% of the
debt, all costs and expenses including attorneys' fees we incur in such collection efforts.

Missed Appointments
Please understand that your appointment time is reserved exclusively for you and failure to comply with the
cancellation/rescheduling terms listed below will result in a fee charged in accordance with the scheduled
appointment.

Cleaning Appointments

Appointments with Dentist

24 hours notice for Tue – Fri appointments
Notice by noon on Fri for Mon appointments
$55 Missed Appointment Fee

36 hours notice for Tue‐Fri appointments
Notice by 4:00 on Thu for Mon appointments
$75 and up Missed Appointment Fee

We thank you for considering our other patients who are also in need of prompt dental treatment.

Signature _____________________________________________________________________ Date_____________________

